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CONTENT
Emirates Woman mini is the definitive pregnancy and parenting guide for the modern parent of children aged zero to 11. 
Emirates Woman mini will be distributed in March, August and October with Emirates Woman magazine. Emirates Woman 
mini will focus on key issues and challenges that are important to both experienced and first-time mothers and fathers. 
Answering questions asked by the readers, addressing concerns as well as celebrating the joys of parenthood, each issue will 
ensure the child’s safety, needs and health are taken care of. Parents are also updated on the latest fashions and news, are 
invited to join in debates, speak to experts and be inspired by our extensive features section that not only answers questions but 
also inspires. 

As with its mother title, Emirates Woman mini caters to the stylish, sophisticated and smart parent. It delivers premium 
content with high-quality editorial, renowned experts, first-class shoots, comprehensive news and engaging stories. 

Emirates Woman mini is a reliable, trustworthy and caring edition to the Emirates Woman Group family. 
It is the only glossy parenting magazine you’ll want and need.  

The only address book a parent will ever need: 
numbers of schools, emergency services and 
stores, all listed in an easy-to-read directory. A 
back note full of mother’s best anecdotes also offers 
fun and informative advice. 

AGENDA
From the finest products and fashions 
to the latest in parenting apps, news, 
classes and entertainment, we provide 
all the ‘know-how’ for the forward-
thinking family. 

FRONT ROW 

FASHION
From babies to toddlers 
and mummy, only the 
latest style reports and 
exclusive fashion shoots 
are included in this 
go-to guide for the style- 
conscious family.  

HEALTH 
Covering every facet from diet to exercise and 
fertility, this is the ultimate reference, comprised 
of well-being tips from pregnancy to post-natal 
care. A Q&A section with a fertility expert 
ensures all the readers' needs and questions 
are looked into and answered.  

BEAUTY
Taking care of mother 
and baby, this section 
looks at the latest in the 
beauty arena, reviewing 
products, sharing tips 
and divulging insiders' 
secrets. 

Award-winning writers 
tackle the hottest 
topics, delivering 

essential information 
and covering important 
issues. Offering an 

interactive angle, The 
Debate invites like-
minded parents to 

delve deep and discuss 
relevant trends. 

FEATURES

Visiting some of the 
world’s best destinations 
and resorts that offer 
a magical adventure 
for both parents and 
children. 

TRAVEL






